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About This Game

Battle demons and undead attorneys, and win souls to pay back your student loans! At the elite demonic-law firm of Varkath
Nebuchadnezzar Stone, you'll depose a fallen god, find romance, and maybe even make partner, if you don't lose your own soul

first.

"Choice of the Deathless" is a necromantic legal thriller by Max Gladstone, Campbell Award-nominated author of Three Parts
Dead and Two Serpents Rise. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast,

unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Explore a fantasy realm with a rich and evolving backstory, based on the novels published by Tor Books.

 Play as male or female, gay or straight, dead or alive (or both).

 Build your career on carefully reasoned contracts, or party all night with the skeletal partners at your firm.

 Navigate intrigue and mystery in a world of scheming magicians and devious monsters.

 Look for love in at least some of the right places.

 Balance student loans, sleep, daily commute, rent payments, and demonic litigation—hey, nobody said being a wizard
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was always fun.
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Okay, I'm going out on a limb a little bit here, and recommending this game.

Its fun, grindy, and a serious call back to old school rpg's.

HOWEVER.

This game is a little...Glitchy.

I've had a number of issues, where members of the summoned party members have rearranged themselves. The game has
crashed, and completely erased summoned characters. Its even radically changed what level I was on, and opened tons of other
areas I hadn't even been to yet.

It has made playing a bit more random, and in a way, has kept it from getting boring...BUT, I like to know that spending 4 hours
leveling a set of characters wasn't completely wasted when I log back in and suddenly find them all at level twenty when they
were previously 100+

That being said, I find the Level 1 hero to be an interesting and creative twist, if somewhat time consuming in terms of dungeon
crawling and lady leveling.

Other then the issues with in game glitching, I've actually really enjoyed the game.

OF course, I'd enjoy it more if it didn't feel like a beta run, but that could just be me.

. "USA! USA! USA!" Starter Pack.. This was a lot of fun until I hit a bug that prevented me from finishing most of the game.
This one section of the game, when zooming/examining an area to examine its objects, leaves you in a state where your
character can't unzoom to continue playing. The mouse cursor starts to draw trails on the screen, and even other menus like your
inventory toolbar leave a trail after being expanded and re-collapsed. Even after restarting the game, it still put me right back in
this corrupt state again. Too bad there isn't a "start *new* game" option - and im sure i could manually clear my saved game
data from disk but i've already lost interest.. Really good game for a party or a group. I'd say it best with 4 players minimum as
sometimes its obvious when the NPC puts their option in. Maybe a little disparity between people using tablets and phones but
nothing to major as long as the phone is fairly new-ish.

Can get some very outlandish criteria which makes for a lot of fun. Would recommend 8/10. (Bootleg FNAF)
This game has horrible controls and long load times. What was supposed to be a jump scare death is a joke. This game is
overpriced and lacks any depth. The biggest pain in this game is the stupid flash light. waste of time and money. there are so
many good horror games out. This game is not one of them.. Game is good, but incomplete, missing graphics on one mission
and Steam support says 'no refund, not our problem!'. What to say!?. A nice little gem that we have here and it sells for a really
great price, whether you want a quick +1 to your perfect games or just a +1 to your game count and lastly a simple game to play,
this one is the full package.

To keep it simple your job is to reach the end of the screen before the walls close in on you in a environment that constantly
changes non stop. The gameplay is fast paced adding some tension to your gameplay which just overly enhances the gameplay
which is really a decent add on to the game, the music however isnt very creative theres like only two tracks so it can get
repetitive easily there. All in all for the price you pay you get quite a decent game here.. you have to be a bit of a geek to enjoy
something like this
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I finished it in about 7 hours and enjoyed it a lot. I did have to look up some help on ocations. But I blame adventure game logic
for that. What is adventure game logic? the logic that belongs to the creator of the game and only the cerator of the game.
in other words, puzzels and hidden hints that only ever make sens to him or her.

I'd say it's well worth the price.. Main Menu theme- 11/10 "That moment when you feel like a Dwarf"

This is gem to me.

To all those negative people... Man, grow up. This "Difficulty spike" you speak of is a cheap myth. Just stop. Giving this game a
Mixed on reviews is a disrespectful blow to the TRUE fans of the M&M series.

DWARVES! Do you LOVE Dwarves?! This is for you then, my friend.
*Insert Fortress Seige theme here*. In my opinion Aselia the Eternal is one of the greatest visual novels ever. It has a
beautiful storyline with lots of twists (some of which you don't see coming), fantastic interaction between characters,
the choices you need to make to enter a character's route are a bit subtle, so here I recommend using a guide, and most
importantly, for me, actual high repalayability value (which isn't true for a alot of VNs). What I mean by that is that
each route has a (sub)storyline and missions unique to that route which makes each playthrough different enough from
one another that you don't want to just give up on the game and move on. Basically a bit of strategy is required because
what worked on one playthrough might not work on another. If you don't understand what I mean, play the game a
couple of times and you'll see.
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An arcadish rally game (no too much no too little but not a simcade for sure) that mimics the nostalgic times of CMR. I pick
this game for when I need a break from dirt rally.

Pros:
- Too arcade if you aren't into sim \/ simcade racing
- Hot seat tournament
- graphicly pleasant for it's age
- Healthy pool of locations
- 10 scale difficulty settings so you can always find the right difficulty for you
- Cars don't feel the same, not even from the same manufacturer (cause of the team rating system - like moto GP games)

Cons:
- Cars feels too planted to the ground
- Stage repetition. There are 6 stages in every location but is actually one stage with changed start and finish location or in better
cases reversed. Most of U turns feels the same wherever you race in.
- Repairs have fix times (for more or less damaged module)
- Carreer become boring after a while
- Graphic options (it can be solve through nvidia control center)
- The internet settings. Super addictive game - As soon as one of the AI Bots beat me I couldn't help but play again! Looking
forward to more features in the feature!. Fun leisure game are better if it have Chinese。. Great start so far! I've played a lot of
VR games and the mechanics these guys have dreamt up is new, fun, and really innovative. You can hand parkour around, jet
around like Ironman, and even fly around like a flappy bird, amongst others. I can tell the movement system will have some
depth to mastering and probably boil down to personal style\/preference. I didn't get to test out a lot of the weapons on live
targets but I look forward to seeing how movement, spells, and weapons will balance out. I enjoy games like Quake and
UnrealTournament where movement is equally important as shooting and Sweaty Palms seems similar but in VR.. game wants
to be twisted metal 4 the graphics are old and it is too hard to move around
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